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Abstract

Full-scale adoption of mobile agent technology in untrustworthy network environment, such as Internet, has been delayed

due to several security complexities. The protection of mobile agents against the attacks of malicious hosts is considered a very

challenging security problem. It has inspired lot of research interest, but very few measures exist to counter blocking attack

where a host with malicious intentions refuses to transmit a mobile agent to the next host. It becomes an important requirement

for the agent owner to rescue the data collected by the agent under custody and redeem a loss. In this paper, we present two

schemes that rescue the offering results from a malicious host’s blocking attack, and make a comparison of their performance

from several aspects. Our approach has two new features that previous protocols lack. It allows the proper handling of time-

sensitive offers and supports the gradual decision-making execution.

D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A mobile agent is a program that represents a user

in computer networks and can migrate autonomously

from node to node, to perform some computation on

behalf of the user. A variety of applications for mobile

agent technology have been introduced into electronic

commerce such as on-line shopping, information

retrieval, etc. The introduction of mobile code into a
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network raises several security issues [7], in which

protection of mobile agents from malicious hosts is

considered one of the most challenging security

problems in mobile agent systems [4,5,8].

A malicious host could try to get some profit from a

mobile agent by reading or modifying the code, the

data, the communications or even the results due to its

complete control on the execution. Bierman and

Cloete classified the security threats that mobile agents

can possibly encounter from their executing hosts [2]:

! Integrity Attacks—integrity interference and infor-

mation modification.
aces 28 (2006) 600–611
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! Confidentiality Attacks—eavesdropping, theft, and

reverse engineering.

! Authentication Risks—masquerading and cloning.

! Availability Refusal—denial of service, delay of

service, and transmission refusal.

Most of the available countermeasures have focused

on integrity and confidentiality attacks, and very few

measures exist to counter availability refusals and,

especially, transmission refusal. When a host with

malicious intentions refuses to transmit the agent to the

next host, either on a predetermined path or determined

by the agent based on dynamically gathered informa-

tion, blocking attack occurs. Then, the advantage on

the use of the vast amount of resources available on the

Internet may be lost or severely obstructed. Therefore,

how to protect a mobile agent against blocking attack

and rescue the data collected by the agent under

custody is an important requirement for the agent

owner to redeem a loss. This is actually an issue related

to fault tolerance, which is crucial to enable a reliable

environment. This paper will be focused on the

solutions of rescuing the agent data from malicious

hosts’ blocking attacks.

Besides protecting mobile agents against blocking

attacks, our approach also allows the proper handling

of time-sensitive offers and supports gradual decision-

making execution—the features that previous proto-

cols lack. If a mobile agent is used to collect time-

sensitive offers, i.e., offers that lose value over time,

the mobile agent system may need to enable the agent

owner to duly receive partial results during its journey.

In addition, how to strengthen the relevance between

the offers collected by the agent and its owner’s needs

should be considered. An agent owner usually wants

to communicate with or control the agent when it

travels on its itinerary. Gradual decision-making

execution is essential to this purpose, which means

the agent owner can timely modulate some prefer-

ences during its execution.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In

Section 2, we outline the properties of fault tolerance

on mobile agents, and further survey related work and

point out their weaknesses. After that, we propose a

new approach to protect against blocking attack in

Section 3, and give a comparison of different

scenarios on the application of our approach in

Section 4. In Section 5, we further extend our
approach for blocking attack protection to time-

sensitive offers and gradual decision-making model.

Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
2. Fault tolerance

Fault tolerance is crucial to enable massive use of

mobile agent technology in today’s business applica-

tions. The mechanisms of fault-tolerance have been

used in the three main parts of a mobile agent system:

Agent manager, platform agencies and the mobile

agents [16]. Two important properties of fault

tolerance for the execution of mobile agents are

exactly-once and non-blocking [12]. The exactly-

once property given by Rothermel and Strasser [13]

is as follows. Exactly-once used for the failure

semantics of a single remote procedure has been

already defined for remote procedure call (RPC)

systems. In the context of mobile agents, a sequence

of agent stages is to be considered rather than a single

procedure. An agent execution is defined to be

bexactly onceQ if the entire sequence of its stages is

eventually performed, and all operations of each

stage are executed exactly once. Therefore, the

exactly-once property for mobile agents can be

achieved in a simple way by using transactional

message queues [17]. Message queues can deal

properly with asynchronous communication between

processes dwelling on the same or different nodes in

order to provide for persistent messages and ensure

the exactly-once delivery.

In terms of non-blocking, the failure of a compo-

nent (i.e., agent, host and especially malicious host, or

communication link) can result in blocking during the

mobile agent execution. In academic literature

[1,6,14,15], replication is a widely adopted mecha-

nism to prevent blocking except for malicious host.

The illustration of mobile agent replication is shown

in Fig. 1. In order to support agent fault-tolerance,

copies of the agent are additionally sent to a non-

empty set of other places that provide the logical

execution environment for the agent. Obviously, it

may lead to multiple executions of the agent and

divert from the exactly-once property. There have

been some discussions of giving consideration to two

properties simultaneously [12,16]. However, much of

that work only focused on crash failures but not
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Fig. 1. The general execution model of mobile agent replication.
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malicious failures. So, in terms of the failure of a

component including agent, machine, or communica-

tion link, they’re quite workable, but not in terms of

transmission refusal. After a free-roaming mobile

agent visits a host, it might be blocked for leaving

the malicious host. Then, the agent will not be able to

return to its originator, and the originator cannot get

the data collected by the agent. Therefore, the detailed

treatment of dealing with blocking attacks from the

malicious host is a focus of our current work. That is,

how to make a mobile agent and its collected offers

return to the originator reliably even if there are

malicious hosts visited by the agent is considered in

this paper.
3. Our schemes against blocking attack

Here we propose a new approach to protect a

mobile agent against blocking attack, in which the

agent owner can detect custody of its agent and

simultaneously retrieve the offering results from the

agent under suspicious blocking.

3.1. Assumptions and notation

Because agents might traverse untrusted hosts or

networks, users will have much lower levels of mutual

trust. The security-related requirements fall into the

following categories: agent privacy and integrity,

agent and server authentication, authorization and
access control, metering, charging, and payment

mechanisms [7]. Public-key cryptography is used

widely for the establishment of authenticated commu-

nication channels. For online commercial services,

most merchants need to provide their certificates to

customers for service authentication. On the other

hand, it is unsuitable to carry secret or private keys

with agents for authentication purposes, because this

leaves them vulnerable to malicious hosts. As for data

confidentiality, secret-key cryptography can be

employed in consideration of efficiency. It is also

used for message sealing or message digests to detect

any tampering of the code or data. These crypto-

graphic primitives and security mechanisms have

been applied in some of existent mobile-agent

systems. Telescript is the first system designed

expressly to support mobile agents in commercial

applications, where agent transfer is authenticated

using RSA and encrypted using RC4 [18]. Ajanta is

the Java-based mobile-agent system in which transfer

is encrypted using DES and authenticated using

ElGamal protocol [9]. A public key infrastructure

(PKI) is assumed in the mobile agent environment.

Revocation of certificates is the key to the operation

of PKI, and certification revocation list (CRL) posted

in network-wide directories is a popular mechanism

being adopted, although there are a large variety of

related work such as Certificate revocation tree (CRT)

and so on [10,11,19].

Each host Si has a certified private/public key pair

(v̄i,vi). Given a signature expressed as Sigv̄i(m), we
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assume that anyone could deduce the identity of Si
from it. The chain of encapsulated offers O1, O2,. . .,
On is an ordered sequence. Each entry of the chain

depends on some of the previous and/or succeeding

members. A chaining relation specifies the depend-

ency. An important definition of an agent given by

Cheng and Wei [3] is as follows. An agent is defined

as A=(I, C, S) where I is the identity, C is the code

and S is the state of the agent. Both I and C are

assumed to be static while S is variable. I is in the

form of (IDA, SeqA), where IDA is a fixed identity bit

string of the agent and SeqA is a sequence number

which is unique for each agent execution. The

originator S0 signs hA, where hA=H(I, C) is the

agent integrity checksum and Sigv̄o(hA) is the certified

agent integrity checksum. The agent carries this

certified checksum, allowing the public to verify the

integrity of I and C and deduce the identity of S0.

This paper will be focused on the solutions against

blocking attack. A thorough discussion about a mobile-

agent execution is beyond the scope of this paper, and

the reader is referred to [20]. The notation used in the

scheme description is summarized in Table 1.

3.2. Scenario

Consider a shopping scenario in which a mobile

agent denoted as MAA departing from host S0 will

obtain a list of offers (O1, O2,. . ., On) from different

hosts S1, S2,. . ., Sn selected dynamically when the

agent roams over the network. It verifies S0’s

signature Sigv̄o(hA) to identify the agent. A simplified

model of a mobile-agent execution is shown in Fig.
Table 1

Notation

S0=Sn+1 The originator

Si,1V i Vn A host

Oi,1V i Vn An encapsulated offer from Si that is

cryptographically protected in which the

identity of Si is explicitly specified

O1,O2,. . ., On The chain of encapsulated offers

MAA A mobile agent consist of A=(I, C, S) and

other items

MA
PP

A MA
PP

A differs from MAA in some preferences

Ā=(I, C̄, S)

(v̄i , vi ) Certified private and public key pair of Si
Sigv̄i(m) A signature of Si on message m

with its private key v̄i
AYB:m A sends message m to B
2(a). In this scenario, suppose a hostile host Sj that is

executing the shopping agent performs blocking

attacks for its own interest. For instance, Sj may

impede an agent with a task of requiring quotation of

air-ticket prices to collect the latest market informa-

tion in order to get good competition. After the expiry

of the agent, the originator needs to trigger the agent

again to fulfill its task. The custody of a mobile agent

is illustrated in Fig. 2(b).

In the context of blocking attacks, we propose a

simple scheme and a bt, nN fault-tolerant scheme to

minimize loss of offers to the originator S0.

3.3. A simple scheme

Suppose hosts do not collude. A host Si may

receive an acknowledgement from the next host Si+1
to prove that Si+1 has sent the agent to Si+2. The

acknowledgment ACK(Si+2, Sigv̄i+1,(I, Si+2)) contains

the identities of Si+2 and the agent, and is signed by

the certified private key of Si+1. A mobile-agent

execution with a commitment toward the preceding

host is depicted in Fig. 3(a).

If Si does not receive any feedback from Si+1 at the

expiry of fault-tolerant time tf defined in the agent

MAA=(A, tf, Sigv̄o(hA, tf)), Si will send the offering

results (O1, O2,. . ., Oi) currently collected by the

agent back to the originator S0. The fault-tolerant time

tf is decided according to the time that a host can

spend for executing the agent and the transmission

time over network, which are discussed in [5].

In addition, if the originator S0 only received the

partial offers before the agent’s deadline, and the

partial offers did not fulfill its needs, S0 may launch

the agent again. In Fig. 3(b), the originator S0 does not

have any loss of the offers (O1, O2, O3) even though a

hostile host S4 refuses to transmit the agent to the next

host. However, the identity of Si+2 will be disclosed to

Si. This implies a slight weakening of forward

privacy. Nevertheless, such a straightforward scheme

can provide the agent owner with all offers collected

by the agent before being blocked by the misbehaving

host.

3.4. A bt, nN fault-tolerant scheme

Obviously, there are heavier communications and

computations overheads in the above simple scheme,
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thus the advantage of reducing network uses with the

mobile agent technology may be lost.

Here we consider a more efficient solution on

detection of blocking attack. The idea of acceptable

tolerance with regard to the risk of offering loss for an

agent owner is introduced into our new scheme. That

is, a fault-tolerant roaming hop n and a fault-tolerant

execution time tf are used to determine the risk of

offering loss, and we call it a bt, nN fault-tolerant

scheme. Note, the fault-tolerant execution time tf is

used by the agent owner to periodically track the

agent’s location, which is different from the one used

in the simple scheme.

As far as the fault-tolerant roaming hop n is

concerned, it will accompany the mobile agent

MAA=(A, n, Sigv̄o(hA, n)) when roaming over the

network. Once the number of offers (O1, O2,. . ., Oi)

collected by the agent reaches n or a multiple of n, a

host Si where the agent is visiting should send the

originator S0 an acknowledgement, denoted as

ACK(Si, Sigv̄i(I)). An example of a mobile agent

execution with n =3 is illustrated in Fig. 4(a). In case
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of a blocking attack triggered by Sj, S0 would not do

anything until the agent lifetime expires. By then S0
will make a claim CLAIM(Sigv̄0(I)) for a host Si (i b j)

where it gave the latest acknowledgment to obtain the

offering results (O1, O2,. . ., Oi) as shown in Fig. 4(b).

Clearly, the originator cannot determine whether

the agent has failed, been delayed or blocked. Also, it

is a challenge to determine how long a free-roaming

agent will take to collect n offers. For example, the

execution time of a mobile agent at a host may be

determined mostly upon the facilities of the host and

its serving load at the moment; and further, the

transmission time is mainly hedged about with the

network quality. Therefore, the maximum loss of

offers depends on the fault-tolerant roaming hop n.

For only using the fault-tolerant roaming hop, the

agent owner cannot bring emergency measures into

action early in response to the blocking attack

occurred; and further, it may suffer a great loss of

offers when the attacking event arose at the beginning

of a checking point with a big parameter n. Therefore,

another parameter of fault-tolerant execution time tf is
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considered. The combination of two fault-tolerant

parameters tf and n along with an agent MAA=(A, n,

ts, tf, Sigv̄o(hA, n, ts, tf)) (ts is the agent starting time

used with tf to decide a checking point.) is a better

solution with constant overload costs, and also limited

loss of the offering results. The agent owner not only

passively receives acknowledgements from hosts

upon n and tf but also actively traces the agent’s

location at the end of every period of tf.

There are two kinds of tracking points in a bt, n N

fault-tolerant scheme where the visited host Si
should send an acknowledgement, denoted as

ACK(Si,Sigv̄i(I)), to the originator: (i) if the roaming

time of a mobile agent has hit on tf or a multiple of tf,

or (ii) if the number of offers is reaching n or a multiple

of n. For instance, in Fig. 5(a) at host S3 condition (ii)

is satisfied with n =3, at host S4 condition (i) is

satisfied with t N tf; and further, in Fig. 5(b) the

transmission refusal occurs at S4. In this case, at the

end of the first fault-tolerant execution time tf plus the

delay timer, the originator S0 will make a request,

denoted as CLAIM(Sigv̄0(I)), for the offers (O1, O2,

O3) from the host S3 that gave a preceding acknowl-
(a) Example of a mobile-agent execution
with n=3 and 5 hops
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edgement. Obviously, the agent owner can cope with

blocking attacks early in such a way.

If a host visited by a mobile agent is at its checking

points defined by n or tf, this host has to keep the

offering data collected by the agent in case the

originator wants to retrieve the data because of a

blocking attack. In order to lower the storage burden

of hosts, there are two ways to release offers. One is

that the originator controls the time of releasing offers.

S0 will send a releasing message to the host at the

preceding checking point when receiving the follow-

ing acknowledgement. The other one is that each host

on a checking point will set free the offers after the

migration of the agent to the next host plus a safe

period if it does not receive any claim to offers from

S0. The safe period is often set as a multiple of the

fault-tolerant execution time tf.

In a bt, nN fault-tolerant scheme, a maximum loss

of offers is less than n if two kinds of checking

points are not placed at the same host; otherwise,

there may be n offering losses. How to collocate

two kinds of checking points defined by n and tf is

crucial to control the risk of offering loss. There are
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three constructions to present a different level of

reliability.

! Strong construction of a bt, 1N scheme is used for

a sensitive business transaction over an untrustful

network. The fault-tolerant execution time is also

set as small as possible. It can let the agent owner

to obtain all offering results even though a block-

ing attack take place; meanwhile, the communica-

tion and storage overheads also explode.

! Trusted construction of a bt,lN scheme is used

for a regular business transaction over a quality-of-

service network. The checking points that are set

with a loose fault-tolerant execution time alone is

sufficient for the agent owner to obtain the offering

data collected by the agent. Compared with strong

construction, the communication and storage over-

heads are reduced but some offering results may

get lost if a blocking attack occurs.

! Optimized construction of a bt, nN scheme is

feasible to build a reliable environment with

constant overloading that is larger than trusted

construction but smaller than strong construction;

and further also limited loss of the offering results

that is larger than strong construction but smaller

than trusted construction. The two parameters n and

tf could be defined according to the security level of

the system. The smaller they are, the securer the

system, but the higher the system’s overheads.

4. Comparison

In the earlier section, we have presented two

schemes and three constructions to show how to

alleviate the loss of offering results in case of blocking

attacks. Here we compare their performance from

several aspects. The comparison result is summarized

in Table 2.
Table 2

Comparison of performance

Approach Simple scheme bt, nN fault-to

Strong constru

Risk of offering loss Minimum Minimum

Communication overheads High High

Storage requirements Low Low

Transparency Low Low
We first consider the risk of offering loss. With the

simple scheme and strong construction of a bt, 1N

scheme, each host in a mobile agent’s itinerary always

needs to report the agent’s status in its migration. On

the contrary, the trusted construction of a bt, lN

scheme is used for a trusted environment where a

mobile agent roams freely and fearlessly without being

threatened by a possible malicious host. It is not

necessary to set the checking points during an agent’s

roaming journey. As for the optimized construction of a

bt, nN scheme, there is an allowable loss of offers upon

the setting of two parameters tf and n. Its maximum

loss of offers is n in the worst situation where two kinds

of checking points are placed at the same hosts.

It is a trade-off between the risk of offering loss and

the communication overheads. Only if the tracking

points are set as frequently as possible can the risk of

offering loss decrease as small as possible. For the

simple scheme and strong construction of a bt, 1N

scheme, communication overheads will arise as a result

of transferring acknowledgements for each migration

of a mobile agent. Considering a trusted execution

environment, a trusted construction of a bt,lN scheme

does not need any additional communications to protect

a mobile agent against blocking attacks. The level of

communication overheads in an optimized construction

of a bt, nN scheme depends on two kinds of checking

points. The larger two parameters n and tf are, the lower

communication overheads, and vice versa.

Now we discuss the storage requirements. The

storage requirements of maintaining offers in all of

visited hosts depend on the frequency of interaction

with the agent owner. A higher frequency allows the

originator to track more complete trails of a roaming

agent. Thus the hosts need to maintain offers for a

shorter time. In the simple scheme, the current host

needs to prove to the preceding host about the agent’s

status. With the strong construction, the originator can

control the latest track as the agent migrates. In the
lerant scheme

ction Optimized construction Trusted construction

Medium High

Medium Low

Medium High

Medium High
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optimized construction, the duration of maintaining

offers in the hosts of tracking points depends heavily

on a multiple of the fault-tolerant execution time tf.

Due to no interaction with the agent owner, all of

visited hosts are burdened with a large memory of

storage in a trusted construction of a bt,lN scheme.

As far as transparency is concerned, an overloading

effect of security protections to a mobile agent system

should be as small as possible. With the simple

scheme and strong construction, each host visited by

an agent is involved in the work of protecting an agent

from blocking attacks. By contrast, in the trusted

construction, hosts in an agent’s itinerary are much

less involved to deal with extra work for blocking

attack protection. In the optimized construction, how

many hosts need to deal with the extra work is

depended on the parameters of tf and n.
5. Applications

Up to now, information retrieval is a major

application of mobile agent technology. Existing
(a) Time-sensitive offering return upon
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Fig. 6. A mobile agent execution
schemes in mobile agent systems, however, are too

weak for time-sensitive offers that lose value over

time such as stock exchange data services. In

addition, gradual decision model for information

retrieval is often a more efficient way to get the

expected data. That is, after a wide-range informa-

tion retrieval at the beginning, an abstract idea could

be converted into concrete demands by narrowing

the searching scope. Our approach, a bt, nN fault-

tolerant scheme, also allows the proper handling of

time-sensitive offers and supports the gradual deci-

sion-making execution besides protecting against

blocking attacks.

5.1. Time-sensitive offers

Considering time-sensitive offers, the mobile agent

system should allow the agent owner to duly receive

partial results. The timing of partial offers return can

be decided upon the fault-tolerant roaming hop n and

the fault-tolerant execution time tf, respectively. In

Fig. 6(a), time-sensitive offers are returned upon the

fault-tolerant roaming hop n. Host S3 on the
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checking point n =3 should send the partial offers

Sigv̄3(I)||(O0, O1, O2, O3) back to the originator S0;

and further, host S4 on the checking point tf will

give an acknowledgement ACK(S4,Sigv̄4(I)) to S0.

Another example is in Fig. 6(b), where time-sensitive

offers are returned upon the fault-tolerant execution

time tf. Host S2 placed on the checking point tf
should send the partial offers Sigv̄2(I)||(O0, O1, O2)

back to the originator S0; and further, host S4
placed on both checking points tf and n =4 should

send ACK(S4,Sigv̄4(I)||(O0, O1, O2, O3, O4) back

to S0.

5.2. Gradual decision-making execution

For information retrieval of an unripe idea, how

to strengthen the relevance between the offers

collected by a mobile agent and its owner’s needs

is considered here. Gradual decision-making execu-

tion would be helpful to the purpose. A user might

need to contact her shopper agent to update some

preferences it is carrying. For example, in a scenario

that a mobile agent is used to collect offers for some
(a) Gradual decision-making execution
with fault-tolerant hop n=3
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travel package services, a user will sift specific

demands, like scenic spots and traveling country,

from her rudimentary ideas, such as price and

period.

The design of gradual decision-making execution

is similar to the handling of time-sensitive offers.

Firstly, the timing of sending the partial offers back

can be either on the fault-tolerant roaming hop n or on

the fault-tolerant execution time tf. Then, an agent

owner can decide whether he wants to update some

preferences according to the partial offers. For

example, in Fig. 7(a) the originator S0 receives the

partial offers, denoted as Sigv̄3(I)||(O0, O1, O2, O3),

from host S4 placed on the checking point n =3; and

further, S0 receives an acknowledgement, denoted as

ACK(S4,Sigv̄4(I)), from host S4 which is on the

checking point tf as soon as S0 gives an updated

mobile agent, denoted as MĀA||Sigv̄0(I) in which

MĀA=(Ā, n, ts, tf, Sigv̄0(h̄A, n, ts, tf)) and Ā=(I, C̄, S),

to S4. In addition, an example of updating some

preferences early by shortening the fault-tolerant

execution time tf is shown in Fig. 7(b). At the same

time, it can also be used for time-sensitive offers.
(b) Gradual decision-making execution
with time-sensitive offers (n=3)
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6. Conclusion

Reliability is essential to business transaction

activities. Fault tolerance is one of the reliability

mechanisms of considerable importance. The fault-

tolerant execution of free roaming agents will appear at

the core of mobile agent systems soon. In this paper, a

fault-tolerant approach against malicious hosts is

discussed. We presented a simple scheme, a bt, nN

fault-tolerant scheme and its three constructions to

explain how to save the offering results in case of

blocking attacks. Moreover, we made a comparison of

performance for two schemes and three constructions

in order to show their appropriate applications in

different occasions.

Besides, we have shown that the bt, nN scheme can

be modified slightly, resulting in a scheme which is

very well suited for time-sensitive offers and gradual

decision-making execution—two new features not

discussed in previous mobile agent protocols. In our

approach, an agent owner can determine the time to

receive the partial offers according to the fault-tolerant

roaming hop and the fault-tolerant execution time.

Furthermore, a user can timely update some prefer-

ences that her shopping agent is carrying when it travels

on its itinerary, which is especially well suited for

information retrieval of an uncertain or rudimentary

idea. Additionally, as a mobile agent often has to

communicate or synchronize with each other or the

agent owner for the sake of fulfilling its task, our

approach can be a supplement to agent communication.
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